
 
The Liberty States Fiction Writers encourage fiction writers from all genres to be a part of our 
organization. Liberty States Fiction Writers members are selected through a brief application process. 
 

To apply for membership, please review the LSF WRITERS Honor Code on page 2 of this application and 
then complete the following form.  Please note that fields with asterisks are required.  The completed 
form together with a check for $35 made out to the Liberty States Fiction Writers should be mailed to: 

Liberty States Fiction Writers c/o L. Winston 
PO Box 2914, Westfield, NJ 07090 

*I agree to the terms of the LSF Writers 
Honor Code 

   I agree 

*Name  

Pseudonym  

List Pseudonym on Lists and Rosters?  Yes                  No 

 *Email  

 *Address   

*Phone  

Make Address/Phone Available to 
Members Only? 

 Yes                  No 

*Please provide a short bio: 
 

Are you Published in Fiction?  Yes                  No 

2009 Releases (please note publisher and month of release): 
 
(include as attachment if necessary) 

Backlist of your publications: 
 
(include as attachment if necessary) 

Website Address  

How did you hear about LSF Writers?   

If invited by a LSF Writers member, please 
provide LSF Writers member name 

 

Are you interested in volunteering?  Yes                  No 

If yes, please check areas of interest: 
 

 Newsletter     Technology    Publicity    Programs    Events    Membership    Other 

Making Payment by     Check                  Paypal 

The Liberty States Fiction Writers do not discriminate on the basis of race, religion, color, sex, age, non-
disqualifying physical or mental disability, national origin, sexual orientation, or any other basis covered 
by law. 



Liberty States Fiction Writers (LSF WRITERS) seeks an environment in which LSF WRITERS 

members may work together, interact, and learn from one another in ways that protect both 

personal freedom and community standards.  To achieve this goal, LSF WRITERS has established 

an Honor Code for professional interactions that is intended to encourage respectful 

communication and conduct.  Implementation of the Honor Code makes it possible for a 

climate of trust, concern, and respect to exist among the members of LSF WRITERS and creates 

a climate conducive to personal and community growth. 

The Core Values of LSF WRITERS: 

LSF WRITERS is committed to the highest principles of professionalism.  The core values of 

professionalism guide our actions.  Those values are: 

 Integrity  
 Respect  
 Compassion  
 Excellence  
 Collaboration  

LIBERTY STATES FICTION WRITERS’ HONOR CODE: 

The social relationships of LSF WRITERS members should be based on mutual respect and 

concern.  LSF WRITERS members must consider how their words and actions may affect the 

sense of acceptance essential to a member’s participation in the LSF WRITERS community and 

use discretion to maintain the community standards. LSF WRITERS strives to foster an 

environment that genuinely encourages respectful expression rather than one which chills 

discussion due to the fear of censorship. Upon encountering actions or words that LSF WRITERS 

members find degrading to either themselves or to others, a member should feel comfortable 

initiating dialogue with the mutual goal of increasing understanding of each other and 

enhancing the LSF WRITERS community. The social concerns of the Liberty States Fiction 

Writers’ Honor Code (“Honor Code”) extend to all forms of communication, including, but not 

limited to: spoken discussion, written communications, posted writings and internet discussion 

forums. Each member of the Liberty States Fiction Writers’ community is expected to support 

and uphold all aspects of the Honor Code. Failure to abide by the Honor Code may result in the 

immediate termination or suspension of membership or may be grounds for the refusal to 

renew membership.  

 


